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Romance
In romance, the design of the cover on the

novels is very intimate and seductive. What I mean
by this is that the cover will include a female and
male, with their bare skin showing embracing each
other. (Example on the left side) The reason why
they include such things is because they want to
attract the eyes of the readers and want their
attention to be focused on the book. A lot of
romance novels will use script fonts to give the
cover a magazine sleek look. This script font just
attracts the readers' attention since it is easy to read
but also has a fun looking twist to it. It is not the
usual Arial or Times New Roman that they see in
other books. Using a specific font adds an
immense value to your writing because if the cover
is not appealing, most won't pick up the novel and
read it.

The source of information in romance novels is usually from real life stories that are
mostly exaggerated, or some are even told in their original aspect. These experiences/stories are
used to create fictional narratives (romance novels). In romance, the style of the genre is a
narrative. In most genres, romance is a sub-genre already in it. What this means is that, in genres
like mystery, romance is a part of it. Or vice versa. In some romance novels or films, there is
always some type of suspense between characters and their love lives which connects back to a
mystery. Some common elements of romance are a crazy love story with a lot of drama and
climax. Another element in romance novels is that they usually have a really great ending that
usually satisfies the audience but sometimes may be left on a cliffhanger so that the author can



continue the story in the next novel. The purpose of romance
as a genre is to entertain the readers with a crazy and
adventurous story. The story usually revolves around two
people who fall in love but have to go through certain
obstacles to be happy together. An example of romance is in
tv show “Jane the Virgin” (pictured on the left) in which the
main female character is in a love triangle with two men. In
this situation, she has to build up a lot of courage to get
through the obstacles she is stuck with to face alone.  A love
letter is an example of a romantic rhetorical situation. In
romance novels, the target audience is/are young females, in
their 20s to 30s. Men read romance novels too but it's mostly
females who are more attracted to that genre. And like said
before, that book cover does its job by making the book noticeable to the target audience. The
needs of this audience are that they want a novel that is filled with a lot of intimate details with a
lot of emotional climax situations. Romance has a very passionate audience who sometimes wait
for the next novel or whatever the literature is. Since the target audience is in the younger age
group, those people are more interested in romance novels. This is because most people are
going through romantic relationships at that age, so they may be able to relate to that situation or
story line in the romance novel. People in this target audience crave this kind of juicy storyline
that gives them a sense of imagination into what love may actually be like; specifically, if they
have yet to experience it. This is why romance is such an important genre and is a favorite for
many.


